MarvelOptics.com Now Offering New Guide
on How to Purchase Eyeglasses Online
People who have yet to figure out the advantages of purchasing eyeglasses online
will be pleased to know that MarvelOptics.com is now offering a new guide on the
easy ordering process customers can use on their website.
People who have yet to figure out the advantages of purchasing eyeglasses online
will be pleased to know that MarvelOptics.com is now offering a new guide on the
easy ordering process customers can use on their website. The guide will assist
customers through the steps involved with ordering glasses from the comfort of
their own home. There are many advantages to purchasing prescription glasses
online including saving money and having a more extensive selection to choose
from.
The first step involved with choosing a new pair of prescription eyeglasses is using
the filter tool. This tool will allow customers to choose the exact style of
prescription eyeglasses they want. The filter too is able to filter through men’s,
women’s and children’s glasses. From there, customers can choose to filter the
appropriate price range based on a personal budget. The filter tool is highly
recommended for customers who need further assistance choosing a specific
prescription type, whether it be for single vision or bifocal lenses.
From there, customers will be able to view their chosen frame, up-close. The frame
will be shown in full detail and customers also have an option to try them on
virtually to see what the frames look like when on their face. This virtual try-on
process is easy, as the only thing needed is an uploaded photo of the customer.
Once the perfect frame is selected, customers can enter their prescription and
pupillary distance. MarvelOptics.com offers helpful tips on how to measure the

pupillary distance. It is more convenient for customers to know the correct
measurements before purchasing a pair of prescription eyeglasses from
MarvelOptics.com. With this guide on how to purchase prescription eyeglasses
online, people will never go to the store to purchase them again.

